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"Organic Mathematics": A new language of the consciousness - ID: 55799

Type of Funding Request: Online Funding Inquiry
Status of this Funding Request: Draft/Saved

Instructions:

This PDF document is a read-only version of your funding request as it currently stands.  You may print or save this document for your
records.  However, you should not attempt to edit this document.  Any edits made to this PDF will not be saved in the Templeton Portal. If
there are further edits that you would like to make to your funding request, please return to the request inside the Templeton Portal, select
the appropriate section(s) of the form, make your edits, and save your work.  After saving your work in the portal, you will be able to
generate a new PDF version of the funding request that includes your recent edits.

Below you will find a list of all fields that must be completed before submitting this funding request to the Foundation.  To complete these
fields, please return to the request inside the Templeton Portal, select the appropriate section(s) of the form, add the required content, and
save your work.

When all fields are completed and you are satisfied with your description of the proposed project, you may go to the Templeton Portal to
submit your request.  Please note that all requests must be submitted through the Templeton Portal and the Foundation will not accept
this PDF as a valid application for funding.

After submitting your request, it will become read-only and you will not be able to make any additional edits.

Missing Fields:

Personnel

Project Leader’s CV/Resume Upload:
Project Co-Leader’s CV/Resume Upload: 
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Funding Request Info

Request Type

Request Type: Core Funding Area (JTF's full range of grantmaking areas)

Core Area: Mathematical and Physical Sciences

What prompted you to request funding from the John Templeton Foundation?: Colleague referral

Application Country: Israel
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Project

Project title: "Organic Mathematics": A new language of the consciousness

Executive Summary: 

We are at the beginning of a new evolutionary program whose purpose is to restore the evolution of our Planet's spiritually. Restoration is
possible only if humanity progressed to the higher dimensions of reality, to the infinite ocean of potential, wisdom and thoughts. Climbing
is a progression of consciousness. The investment in consciousness development, is essential for the development of all children as
extraordinary, bright, energetic, flexible, healthy and gifted. Thus, science needs to develop the kind of language that allows consciousness
a more effective approach to this infinite ocean.In this project, the new language is "Organic Mathematics", developed from the
revolutionary book "Laws of Form" (1969:Allen&Unwin), written by George Spencer Brown. "Organic Mathematics" moves from the 
traditional "Number" (connotative), to a new concept named “Distinction” (denotative). Due to its multi-dimensional nature, this
self-organization language pulls from the infinite ocean new potential, creating a new epistemological reality. The result of this research
will help kindergartens children to develop a more flexible consciousness, a more creative thinking,enabling them constantly change,
transform and grow. By  that, enriching the consciousness of society in the coming future.

Project Description: 

"The universe is changing, genes are changing, an entirely new world is been established" ("Book of Knowledge", 13/114, 1993, Istanbul).
Thus, new and more creative and powerful relationships between epistemological reality (the phenomenal world) and ontological one
(potential, transcendental world), are also established by a higher and more unified consciousness. Maturana & Varela, biology researchers
from Chile who were Nobel Prize candidates in the 1970s for their Autopoiesis and Cognition (1972) breakthrough,  described reality as
Autopoiesis (self-creating, act of composing), constantly move forward to the next highest dimension (evolution). In this reality there is no
separation between reality and the observer. Reality is a whole system comprising multidimensional parts that evolve together by affecting
each other consciously (like a Mobius strip ('Drawing 4' in the attached file)), not as a result of external coercion, but due to internal choices
fueled by recursive interactions, autonomy, self-reference, and self-creation. Everything is part of the fabric of dynamic fluctuations of
recursive relationships, all part of a single system.
Due to these autopoietic qualities, there is no universe of duality but unity of consciousness. Thus, instead of seeing Euclid's mathematics as
"Elements" separated from the observer, and  as a method of quantitative and formalistic language, Organic Mathematics is an autopoietic,
unified and a spiritual language. The whole ocean is in a drop.
Moshe Klein, as a student of mathematics, drew the "Face of Mathematics" ('Drawing 8'), where many mathematical symbols create a
human face. This drawing describes his  passion to discover the Organic Unity of Mathematics (The Organic mathematics).
In this project, Moshe Klein, MA, and Dr. Bracha Klein Tayir, an expert in organization development and human resource, in creative
consciousness and thinking,   will present children with a much more organic language to describe a whole rather than a separated reality.
Our aim is to reduce the separation that exists between observer and phenomena, to break down the separation between objective science
and subjective controls, and to add a new spiritual dimension to science and education.
The big questions of this project are:
• How is reality perceived by kindergarten children?
• How can the language of organic mathematics bridge the gap between science and consciousness, between higher and terrestrial
potential?

Kindergarten children have not yet accepted the hidden assumptions that adults have about. Usually, we use linear languages to locate
symbol by symbol, but the perception of reality is not only linear but also parallel and more complex. Hence, it is necessary to create a new
language that uses symbols in multidimensional connection. This new language was discovered and published by the English
mathematician George Spencer Brown in his revolutionary book "Laws of Form". According to the "Laws of Form", the most fundamental
operation in mathematics is pointing to an object and separating it from its environment. This operation is called "Distinction" and is
marked by: ('Drawing 1' in the attached file)

The connection between the marks can be linear or two-dimensional: ( 'Drawing 3' in the attached file )

This language creates a new perception of reality that does not separate the observer from the phenomena. However, we can develop a
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multidimensional language by using circles as symbol of Oneness (similar to creation). 

"Forms the number"  ('Drawing 5&6&7' in the attached file).

For this purpose we developed a new math program named "Dialogue in Mathematics" ('Drawing 2&7 in the attached file)
The program has been implemented in few kindergartens as a pilot, showing eagerness, enthusiasm and creativity in learning a new way of
thinking in general, and in the four fundamental operations of adding, subtracting, multiplication, and division, in particular.

Project Description Attachment: 

Project Relationship to Previous Grants: No

Strategic Promise: 

"Organic Mathematics" program expands children's capacity to find infinite potential and enrich the reality of phenomena in which they
exist. This project differs from other mathematics education projects because we use a new language of the Consciousness, Intelligence,
Logic, Awareness of young children, in order to help them connect with their roots, wisdom, knowledge, and higher potential, before the
normative education system narrows their minds. Following the study of Prof. Marcelo Dascal on Leibniz, who wished to invent a new  and
a more soften mathematic language rather than to  continue using the binary language of 01 because of its limitations, we want to develop
this new program for kindergartens.  Doing so, we have (and will) discover the following:
•The unity of Creation can be found in mathematics and not in physics.
•It is possible to develop a new, multidimensional, nonlinear language.
•The present pilot in kindergartens show extraordinary results.

Capacity for Success: 

Moshe Klein was invited to international conferences on his development "Organic Mathematics" and "Genesis" -a science program for
kindergartens. His program was implemented in 1,200 kindergartens in 52 municipalities in Israel with approval of the Education Ministry
(funded $650,000).
Dr. Bracha Klein Tayir, one of the top organizational consultants and trainers in spiritual development in Israel, is known for her courage to
shape unique breakthrough concepts on leadership, organizations, creative consciousness and reality. She wrote five books and hundreds of
articles on these subjects.
Prof. George Spencer Brown, writer of the world famous book Laws of Form (1969) [ ISBN 978-3-89094-580-4]. Bertrand Russel (Winner
of the Nobel prize, 1950) comment on this book "Not since Euclid's Elements have we seen anything like it."

Together have  40 years of experience in implementing very unique and challenging programs in Education, Business and social systems,
with excellence standards.

Expected Outputs: 

• Academic papers on Organic Mathematics
• Book on Organic Mathematics and the program in kindergarten
• Conference on the possible application to Organic Mathematics
• 50   training sessions for 1,200 kindergarten teachers
• An Internet Web-site

Expected Outcomes: 

Since kindergartens are the engine of creativity in human society, the application of using this new autopoietic language of mathematics,
will have a great impact on the evolution path of these children.
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1.They will become gifted, bright, energetic, flexible, healthy humans (we are going to develop special measurements).
2. Their school achievements are going to be outstanding – at the top of 20%.
3. They will challenge the education system to a higher consciousness development (we are going to develop special measurements of their
schools).

We intent to train kindergarten teachers, school teachers, math students, scientists, software developers, and high-tech companies in
Organic Mathematics to create a mass change in a short time.

Enduring Impact: 

We expect the Program to:
1. Make teachers and children truly enthusiastic about mathematics.
2. Integrate consciousness concepts in science.
3. Create a visual new language that would make children's brains function in a different way.
4. Enable children to evolve faster and more creatively, toward higher dimensions of reality.
5. Allow consciousness a more effective approach to infinite ocean of potential, wisdom, thoughts.

Currency: US dollars

Request Amount: 2300000

Total Project Amount: 3000000

Additional Funding from Other Sources: 

We are in connection with Rashi Foundation who have interest in the implementation of this project. For that purpose we are planning to
ask them the funding of 700,000 $.

Proposed Project Start Date: 01/01/2015

Proposed Project End Date: 01/01/2020

Relation to Sir John Templeton's Donor Intent: 

Sir John Templeton believed there is some hidden spiritual and religious dimension to science. In one of the well-known Bible stories, the
Israelites were in the desert, thirsty for water. God told Moses to ask a rock to produce water. Moses did not believe it was possible, so he
decides to hit the rock. Water did come out and Israelites drank it, but God was angry with Moses and punished him by banning his entry to
Israel. We believe that language can to create and change reality, which requires a paradigmatic shift in mathematics. By doing so, we
introduce a spiritual and religious dimension into science.  We believe that by introducing the concept of distinction in our language this is
the way to talk to reality and change it.
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Personnel

Primary Contact Information
Prefix: Mr.

First Name/Given Name: Moshe

Middle Names: 

Last Name, Family Name, or Surname: Klein

Suffix: M.A.

Title: Project Leader

E-mail: gan_adam@netvision.net.il

Phone Number: +972-52-3837838

Project Leader

Project Leader Status: The Primary Contact is the Project Leader

Project Leader’s CV/Resume Upload: 

Project Co-Leader

Project Co-Leader Status: The Project Co-Leader is different from the Primary Contact

Project Co-Leader Contact Information
Prefix: Dr.

First Name/Given Name: Bracha

Middle Names: 

Last Name, Family Name, or Surname: Klein Tayir

Suffix: 

Title: 

E-mail: argania@bezeqint.net

Phone Number: + 972-52-2998548
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Project Co-Leader’s CV/Resume Upload: 

Personnel Relationship to JTF: No

Additional Request Contact Name(s): 

Prof. George Spencer Brown, writer of the world famous book Laws of Form (1969). 

Phone Number : +44-1985-844-855

History with the Foundation: 

We heard about the Templeton Foundation from a Colleague.
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Organization

Organization Name: Hamataraemet: The Interdisciplinary Science and Consciousness Institute.

Also Known As: 

Organization Country: Israel

Web Address: http://www.hamataraemet.org

Funding Relationship with Templeton entities: No
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